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Historical Lessons on Risk Management 

• "When anyone asks me how I can best 
describe my experiences in nearly 40 
years at sea, I merely say, uneventful. Of 
course, there have been winter gales, 
and storms and fog and the like, but in all 
my experience I have never been in any 
accident of any sort worth speaking 
about. I have seen but one vessel in 
distress in all my years at sea - a brig, 
the crew of which were taken off in a 
small boat in charge of my third officer. I 
never saw a wreck and have never been 
wrecked, nor was I ever in any 
predicament that threatened to end in 
disaster of any sort. You see, I am not 
very good material for a story."   Edward 
John Smith, 1907. 
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Captain Edward John Smith 

• Captain Smith’s risk management made the Titanic famous 
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Everything Is Interconnected 

Global Interconnectedness 
wealthwire.com 

http://www.economist.com/content/global_debt_clock?page=1
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11484/us-eurozone-debt.png
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11485/france-eurozone-debt.png
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11486/spain-eurozone-debt.png
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11487/portugal-eurozone-debt.png
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11488/italy-eurozone-debt.png
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11489/ireland-eurozone-debt.png
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11490/greece-eurozone-debt.png
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11491/japan-eurozone-debt.png
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11492/germany-eurozone-debt.png
https://images.angelpub.com/2011/46/11493/uk-eurozone-debt.png
http://www.wealthwire.com/news/economy/2242


Traditional Wisdom 

• Old Credit Risk Mantra  

•  What is the second means of repayment? 

• The complete abandonment of this traditional  rule of credit 

underwriting was at the heart of the Global Financial Crisis 



The Transformation – From Big To Small 
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Regulatory Compliance 

• No guarantee for organisation survivability 

 Northern Rock had 16% capital adequacy ratio as on 31 December 2007 

 HBOS had 12% capital adequacy ratio as on 31 December 2007 

 Merrill Lynch last reported capital adequacy was close to 25% 

• Not a tangible outcome 

• Amount of capital held has no relevance to an organisation's 

cash position and strengths 

• Cannot be substituted for core liquidity 

• Cannot be used to get funding 

• In short, is useless 



The New “Normal” Environment 

• Following the global financial crisis, a new macro environment 

has emerged characterized by lower returns and greater 

volatility 

• Bank earnings have benefitted from the strong unwind of bad 

debts 

 This cycle is nearing its end 

 In a typical cycle, economic activity and credit growth would pick up to 
fill this gap 

 As we unwind the excesses that built up during the credit boom, economic 
growth is expected to remain subdued 

 The core scenario is for the global economy to muddle through as 
developed markets grow below their potential 

 This low growth environment will weigh on bank earnings which are 
particularly sensitive to the level of economic activity 



The Current Position 

• Where most banks are 

today 

 Financial performance 

benchmarks well, 

except for non-

interest revenue 

 Capital strong, 

liquidity weak 

 Good BSM framework 

•Where banks need to 

be 

 Growth in non 
interest revenue 

 Increased margins 

 Strong liquidity 
transformation 

 Innovation 

 Enhanced balance 
sheet shape 



Concept Of Conscious Balance Sheet 

Management 

• Holistic view of the balance sheet and the resultant earnings 

streams 

• Aim is to optimize 

 To structure the assets, liabilities and capital in such a way that it 

protects and enhances the financial performance (outperform the 

macros/beat the economy) 

 Make conscious risk and investment decisions 



Banks And The Economy 

• Banks are there to service the economy 

• Raise deposits from savers and lend money to borrowers 

 Also liquidity transformation 

• It is therefore no coincidence that bank earnings track the 

economy 

• Show bank earnings and nominal GDP 

 But bank earnings have become an ever-larger share of the economy 

 Show bank earnings cycle 

• Bank earnings can be mapped to the macros 



A Holistic View 

• Holistic view of the balance sheet and the resultant earnings 

streams 

• Over-focus on credit 

• Look at individual portfolio risks, but also focus on net/residual 

position 

 It is not possible to forecast the future 



Macros matter 

• Bankers harvest alpha by picking stocks 

• Bankers pick customers like fund managers pick stocks 

 But by doing so they inherit beta as well (i.e. the macros) 

• Banks, by their very nature, service the financial needs of the 

broader economy and have a high beta to macros 

• More than 70% of bank earnings explained by macros  



GDP Growth 

• This is below its potential and not fast enough to create much-

needed jobs 

• In addition to modest economic growth, advances growth is also 

expected to remain sluggish 

• Consumers remain highly indebted and have used their income 

growth to maintain consumption levels rather than to pay off debt 

• GDP has been driven mainly by consumption expenditure 

 This has been on the back of strong income growth 

 Despite high wage costs, corporate earnings have held up well as they reverted 

to cost cutting 

 While corporate balance sheets are healthy, corporates remain cautious and 

both investment spending and employment are expected to remain slow, which 

will further delay the economic cycle 



Impact Of GDP Growth On Earnings 

• Despite the lack of aggregate demand, inflation is rising 

• We expect it to rise to the upper end of the target band and to remain sticky at those levels 

• Under normal conditions this would trigger higher interest rates which would supplement bank 
earnings via the endowment effect 

• However, in light of their concerns about global economic growth, the tendency of many regimes 
may be to keep rates low for long, removing the rise in endowment income as an offsetting source 
of earnings 

• This macro environment points to pressure on top line earnings, which is compounded by the 
additional pressure that is coming out of new regulations and indirect intervention as governments 
play a more active role in the sector and the broader economy 

• But we are not only dealing with lower returns, we are also dealing with greater volatility. 

• With economic growth in developed markets at stall speed, fears of a global recession abound  

• This is compounded due to the occurrence of tail events such as the uprising in the Middle East, the 
Japanese tsunami and the US debt ceiling debacle and downgrade, the prevalence of fault lines 
such as European sovereign debt levels and the lack of scope for much more global policy stimulus 

• Financial markets are struggling to digest these extreme events and price signals are being distorted 
by historically low global rates and unorthodox monetary policy 

• In this environment one needs to be prepared for earnings volatility and unexpected risks 



Impact On Risk Appetite And Strategies 

• Our best defense against the “new normal” environment is to 

maintain a strong balance sheet and to target resilient earnings 

• As part of a strong balance sheet we should maintain 

conservative capital ratios, keep appropriate liquidity buffers 

and lengthen our funding profile 

• Focus on increasing our deposit franchise 

• In addition to the maintenance of appropriate buffers, we are 

also careful to mitigate risk by avoiding fault lines.  

 Typical areas of concern include European sovereign and bank debt and 
the availability of foreign currency funding for which we dynamically 
adjust our strategies 

 Where possible, we also attempt to buffer our earnings against tail 
events, such as the protection of endowment earnings via interest rate 
hedges 



Focus 

• Decide what matters and focus on these 

• Macro factor decomposition/value by risk factor 

• Macro links 

 Long-term trends 

- Earnings vs nominal GDP 

- Example: Credit and fees vs nominal GDP 

- Example: Bad debt and macros 



Macro highways 

• One way to make sense of the macros is to look at macro 

highways (trend and cycles) 

• Focus on sustainable trends 

• Cycles around the trend 

 Understand the cycle 

 Show typical earnings and value cycles 

• Identify fault lines 

• Identify the long-term drivers of macro trends (esp GDP growth) 

• Weak spots in the crust where the red stuff can escape 

- Separate probabilities and impact 

- Risk radar 



Macro Scenarios 

• Level shifts 

• Random and quasi-random 

• Historical 

• Structural model 

• Distributions 



Framework For Strategy 

• Strategy can be divided into strategic, tactical and risk 

mitigating strategies 

• Show link between macro highway (trend, cycle and fault lines) 

and strategy 

• Strategic = what actions would you take if you had to go away 

for 3-5 years 

• Tactical = cycle and temporary mis-pricing 

• Risk mitigation : avoids, buffers, tail hedges 



Actions On Strategies 

• (Possibility of new normal - slow credit growth, no endowment 

offset) 

• Understand your key macro tilts 

• Growth strategies 

• Risk appetite and relative bets 

• Avoids/buffers/tail hedges 

• Investment objective 

 Must target the correct return objective and must understand how much 

pain you can tolerate 

 Setting an appropriate benchmark for earnings 

 Show modelled bank earnings vs nominal GDP 



Management Process For Strategy 

• Budget = based on macros 

• Perfect bonus if outperform budget = outperform forecast 
 What value is that? 

• You should outperform the macros that materialize 

• Work with business units via portfolio owners 

• Do not want to interfere with strategies of the BUs, but want to 
know and influence directionally what they are doing (ensure 
alignment) 

• Must understand tilts (strategic and tactical) 

• Engage on overall risk appetite and relative positioning 

• Portfolio owners day-to-day vs BSM strategic and directionally 
 If there are tails that we cannot change with our business strategies we need 

to consider tail hedges 



Next Steps 
• As part of our drive to ensure resilient earnings we are focusing on client business and restricting proprietary risk 

taking activities 

• The best way to grow when the market is not expanding is to focus on gaining clients 

 Innovation and product development are key elements of this strategy 

 Additional sources of income can also include growth in areas where we have been traditionally under-represented 

 Examples include the servicing of government as a client and the roll-out of branches to service the mass market 

 Limited asset growth also means that we have to focus on growing our margin 

• We acknowledge that this is a tough macro cycle and we are consequently managing our risk appetite very tightly 

 Several variables remain outside their typical ranges 

 Interest rates are at their historical lows, household debt levels remain elevated and real income levels have grown very rapidly 



Next Steps 
• We need to manage expectations in this environment and be careful not to manufacture growth 

where there is none, by originating on unrealistic point-in-time assumptions 

• By instead focusing on sustainable through-the-cycle assumptions ensures that one builds in margin 

of safety 

• Should the environment deteriorate, one needs to be very quick to respond to the changing 

conditions and early warnings on arrears 

• While customer affordability remains key in an environment like this we are taking great care to ensure that we are 

pricing appropriately for risk and this includes the need to price for liquidity and changes in regulations 

• An ongoing strategy to counter the pressure on top line earnings is to manage cost 

• We do not only use technology to save cost but to also serve our customers better 
 In addition we are also focused on extracting efficiency gains in our processes. 

• In addition to targeting under-represented earnings pools we are also focused on diversifying our portfolio to growth 

regions 

• Given the tough cycle, one needs to time the execution of these expansions carefully and with excess liquidity causing 

a global search for yield the challenge is not to pay up for investments in these growth markets 



Conscious BSM – an example 

• Table of Contents 

 High-level balance sheet 

 Macro dashboard 

 Portfolio positioning 

 Key tilts – heat map 

 Key tilts – detail analysis 

 Retail credit portfolio 

 Commercial credit portfolio 

 Wholesale credit portfolio 

 Group treasury portfolios 

 Capital 

 Off-balance sheet items and contingent liabilities 

 Positions being monitored 



Heat Map 

• A heat map shows how the key tilt relates to the “SMART 

question”: 

• S= Is the portfolio moving in line with the stated strategy? 

• M = Is it aligned to the macro house view? 

• A = Does it fit into risk appetite? 

• R = Does it meet the return objective? 

• T = Is the transfer of resources (capital, funding, risk limits, 

FTP) appropriate? 



High Level Balance Sheet 
Key Tilts

June 2011 R'bn
1 % R'bn

1 % %
2

(Strategic, Tactical; Small, Medium, Large)
3

ASSETS

Lending advances 434       62% 397       61% 38       9            

Advances: Retail 241       55% 225       57% 16       7           

Mortgages 154         64% 149         66% 4          3            Limit sub optimal consumer mortgages (S, L).

Vehicle finance 65           27% 57           25% 8          14          Maintain strategic overweight retail vehicle finance (S, L). Maintain Carlyle investment (T, S).

Card 10           4% 10           4% 0          2            

Other unsecured 13           5% 10           4% 2          24          Increase exposure to unsecured and mass (S, S).

Advances: Commercial 60          14% 57          14% 3         5           Maintain exposure to agric sector (S, M). Increase comm property (S, S). Maintain linkage of DFS to WB retail (S, S). Manage high beta positions (S, S).

Advances: Corporate (excl. Repos) 89          21% 84          21% 6         7           ↑ exposure to Inv grade & low volatility w/sale credit (S, M) & India (S, S). Manage concentration risk (S, L). Maintain comm property (S, M).

Advances: Public sector 14          3% 10          2% 4         42         Increase exposure to strategic parastatals & Pub sector (S, M). (see also Investment securities (debt and equity))

Advances: Africa 22          5% 19          5% 3         16         ↑ Retail, Comm'l and Wholesale credit: Africa (S, S).

Advances: Other 8            2% 2            0% 6         405       ↑ Comm'l and Wholesale credit: India (S, S). 

ST assets, repos, derivatives, other 96          14% 100       15% (4)        (4)           

Investment securities (debt & equity) 73          10% 61          9% 12       19          Increase exposure to strategic parastatals & Pub sector (S, M). (see also Advances: Public sector)

Treasury foreign investments 6            1% 7            1% (1)        (13)        Maintain conservative liq & credit stance on FX B/S (T, S).

Liquidity portfolios 46          7% 48          7% (2)        

Stat & prudential 30          66% 35          73% (4)        (13)        

Buffer 16          34% 13          27% 3         21          

Non rate assets 44          6% 43          7% 1         1            

Total assets 699       100% 655       100% 43       7            

EQUITY & LIABILITIES

Deposits (non-endowment) 447       64% 439       67% 7         2            

Deposits: Institutional 285       64% 264       60% 22       8           Extend term of institutional funding (T, M).

Deposits: Corp & commercial 58          13% 79          18% (21)      (27)        

Deposits: Retail 65          15% 58          13% 8         13         Raise proportion of retail deposits (S, L).

Deposits: Africa and Other 28          6% 27          6% 2         6           

Deposits: Other 10          2% 12          3% (2)        (18)        

Endowment: corp & commercial 62          9% 32          5% 30       95          IR hedge for endowment (T, S).

Endowment: retail 28          4% 25          4% 2         9            IR hedge for endowment (T, S).

Other liabilities 91          13% 91          14% 1         1            

Equity: Tier II 7            1% 9            1% (2)        (27)        

Equity: Tier I 64          9% 59          9% 5         9            IR hedge for capital (T, M). Excess capital buffer (T, L). Maintain Swazi franchise (S, S).

Total equity and liabilities 699       100% 655       100% 43       7            

Total Business

1. Drawn amount.   2.Annualised.   3.Refers to strategic versus tactical tilts and size of impact with regards to financial performance e.g. strategic large tilt = S, L. 

June 2010

R'bn
1

June 2011 Growth '10-11



Macro Dashboard 
Macro highways 
 

 
 

Key features - house view 
 

GDP growth 

‒ To average 3.0-3.5% 

‒ Consumption spending to remain the main 

driver of growth 

‒ Investment spending to remain slow 

‒ Growth risks to the downside (via a global 

financial shock) 

Inflation 

‒ To increase to 6% by end-11 and to fluctuate 

around 6% during the forecast horizon 

‒ Upside risks include food and oil price increases 

‒ Downside risks include weak growth and a 

strong rand 

SARB repo rate 

‒ No hikes in the core view until 2013 

‒ Risk of cuts if rand strengthens, growth risks 

increase and inflation peaks 

Currency 

‒ The rand is expected to remain overvalued 

‒ The upside risk is that the rand may initially sell 

off in a global financial shock 

‒ The downside risk is that the rand strengthens if 

global policy gets more accommodative 

Key features of FSR house view 
 
Income and employment growth 

‒ Wage increases to exceed inflation and 

productivity growth 

‒ We expect that real wage increases will continue 

to moderate 

‒ We expect private-sector employment growth to 

be subdued (risk to the downside) 

Credit growth 

‒ Credit growth will continue to lag nominal GDP 

growth 

‒ Retail to continue outpace corporate credit 

growth 

House prices 

‒ Flat nominal house price growth (2%-3%) 

‒ Downside risk due to the supply overhang 

 

Risk scenarios 
 

Rate cuts 

‒ Weak growth and easy monetary policy causes 

further rand strength 

‒ The combination of weak growth and lower 

inflation allows the SARB to lower rates 

Global financial shock 

‒ Rand and inflation spike, at least initially, and a 

hit to growth 

‒ Could ultimately benefit SA via a stronger rand, 

higher commodity prices and lower rates 

 

 

GDP growth

CPI inflation

Nom GDP growth

Repo/prime rate

Disposable income

Credit growth

House prices (real)

Rand (trade weighted)

Current

Forecast



Portfolio Positioning 

Portfolio Score

Retail credit: mortgages 25

Retail credit: vehicle finance 60

Retail credit: credit card 50

Retail credit: other unsecured 75

Retail credit: Africa 40

Commercial credit: FNB SA 60

Commercial credit: WesBank 55

Commercial credit: Africa 70

Wholesale credit: SA 50

Wholesale credit: Africa 60

Wholesale credit: India 60

Investment risk: listed 40

Investment risk: unlisted 60

Deposit franchise: retail 35

Deposit franchise: commercial 55

Deposit franchise: corporate 65

Deposit franchise: public sector 75

Institutional funding profile (size & term) 55

Institutional funding pricing 45

Domestic liquidity mismatch 75

International funding mismatch 30

International funding pricing 50

Liquidity buffer: domestic 30

Liquidity buffer: international 20

Capital 0

Market risk in the trading book: equity 45

Market risk in the trading book: other² 60

MRBB: interest rate risk (Capital profile)³ 90

MRBB: interest rate risk (Endowment profile)³ 40

FX translation risk (international capital) 50

Overall (equally weighted avg) 48

Scores

Conservative Aggressive

0 = conservative; 50 = neutral; 100 = aggressive



Key Tilts – Heat Map 

S = Is the portfolio moving in line with the stated strategy? Yes

M = Is it aligned to the macro house view? Not completely

A = Does it fit into risk appetite? Maybe

R = Does it meet the return objective? No

T = Is the transfer of resources (capital, funding, risk limits, FTP) appropriate? Do not know

ASSETS

Limit sub optimal consumer mortgages. S, L Ret Credit

Maintain stategic overweight in retail vehicle finance. S, L Ret Credit

Increase unsecured credit, consumer and mass. S, S Ret Credit

Maintain Carlyle investment. T, S Ret Credit

Increase retail credit in Africa. S, S Ret Credit

Maintain exposure to agriculture sector. S, M Comm Credit

Increase commercial property - owner occupied (term loans). S, S Comm Credit

Increase commercial property - multi-tenant and listed. S, S Comm Credit

Maintain linkage of dealer floor plans to retail vehicle finance. S, S Comm Credit

Exposure to high beta counterparties in WesBank portfolio. S, S Comm Credit

Increase commercial credit in Africa. S, S Comm Credit

Increase exposure to investment grade counterparts. S, M WS Credit

Increase exposure to low volatility industries. S, M WS Credit

Increase exposure to strategic parastatals and public sector entities. S, M WS Credit

Manage concentration risk within acceptable criteria. S, L WS Credit

Maintain commercial property - multi-tenant and listed. S, M WS Credit

Increase wholesale credit in Africa. S, S WS Credit

Increase wholesale credit in India. S, S WS Credit

Maintain conservative liquidity stance on foreign currency balance sheet. T, S GTS

Maintain conservative credit risk on international liquidity buffer. T, S GTS

EQUITY & LIABILITIES

Raise proportion of retail deposits. S, L GTS

Extend term of institutional funding. T, M GTS

Interest rate hedge for capital profile. T, M GTS

Interest rate hedge for endowment profile. T, S GTS

Excess capital buffer. T, L Capital

Maintain franchise in Swaziland. S, S Capital

S M A R T Portfolio

Key

Type, size¹

Assessment questions

SMART



Key Tilts – Detail Analysis 

Limit sub-optimal consumer mortgage 
exposure 
 
Context:  Strategic (large) 
Comment: Structurally incorrectly priced sector. Back 
book a significant drag on better priced new portfolio.   
Historical misalignment between Home Loans 
conservative and Wealth/Housing Finance more 
aggressive positioning mostly addressed now. 
Key issues: Consumer affordability and property price 
sensitive portfolio.  Book very sensitive to funding cost 
due to low margin. 
Portfolio: Retail credit 
 

S M A R T 

     
     

 

Key indicator1 
 

 
 
Source: FNB Homeloans 

Maintain strategic overweight position in retail 
vehicle finance 
 
Context: Strategic (large) 
Comment: Overweight position supported by ability to 
originate attractively priced business for the level of risk 
taken.  Pressure on margin due to fixed rate forward 
curve. 
Key issues:  Consumer affordability and economic activity 
sensitive portfolio.  Book sensitive to funding cost. 
Portfolio: Retail credit 
 

S M A R T 

     
     

 

Key indicator 

 
Source: WesBank 

Increase exposure to unsecured credit 
(consumer and mass market) 
 
Context: Strategic (small) 
Comment: High prevailing margin in sector coupled with 
significant increase in demand for unsecured credit (also 
due to limited mortgage credit). 
Key issues:  Risk of credit deterioration in upwards credit 
cycle and/or potential bubble in sub-segment (note 
overall consumers not gearing up).  Risk due to fast 
growth (especially personal loans, easy loans) while still 
building up deeper operational and analytical capabilities. 
Portfolio: Retail credit 
 

S M A R T 

     
     

 

Key indicator1 
ri5 

 
 
Source: Retail Credit 5 

 



Capital 
Excess capital buffer 
 
 
Context: Tactical (large) 
Comment:  
 
Key issue: 
 
 
Portfolio: Capital 

S M A R T 

     
     

 

Key indicator 

 
Source: FirstRand Capital management16. Calibri 5 

Maintain franchise in Swaziland 
 
 
Context: Strategic (small) 
Comment: All excess capital will be taken out of 
Swaziland reducing exposure by R75m 
 
Key issue: 
 
Portfolio: Capital 

S M A R T 

     
     

 

Key indicator13. Cal 

5  
Source: FirstRand Capital Management16. Calibri 5 
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Off-Balance Sheet Exposure 

Implementing a matched strategy in pension 
fund portfolio 
 
Context: Strategic (medium) 
Comment: De-risking strategy to mitigate interest rate 
and inflation risk on pensioner liability. 
Key issue: 
 
 
Portfolio: FNB Pension fund (pensioner portfolio) 
 

S M A R T 

     
     

 

Key indicator 

 
 

Source: FNB Pension fund (pensioner portfolio) 
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Positions Being Monitored 

Investigate retail vs corporate split in lending 
 
 
Context: Strategic (large) 
Comment: Monitor position relative to SA Inc. 
 
Key issue: 
 
 
 

Key indicator 

 
ibri5 

Source: ABACUS Calibri 5 
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Macro Factor Balance Sheet Links 

• Bank model 201105 (01).pdf 

Bank model 201105 (01).pdf


 

 

 


